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We present a magnetic trap for cold atoms near a surface of a millimeter-sized atom chip. The trap
allows us to capture a large number of atoms with modest electrical currents (40 A) and to generate
large magnetic gradients (>300 G cm 1 ). Here we report a mixture containing 6 × 109 atoms for
the two rubidium isotopes 87 Rb and 85 Rb. This device does not require cleanroom facilities nor
micro-machining technologies which makes its construction easier. In addition our design allows the
implementation of an optical dipole trap with a laser beam passing through the chip. Published by AIP
Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.4997149

I. INTRODUCTION

Atom interferometry was demonstrated as valuable for
many applications in precision metrology. It was used to make
competitive measurements of fundamental constants such as
the fine structure constant1 or the Newtonian constant of
gravitation.2 It also proved to be a powerful tool for measuring inertial effects like accelerations3–5 and rotations.6,7
This sensitivity to inertial forces is used in various projects
for investigating many aspects of fundamental physics such as
exploration of short-range forces,8–12 tests of relativity,13–15
the weak equivalence principle (WEP),16–19 and dark-energy
models.20 In addition, the possibility to make atom interferometers with a macroscopic separation between the interferometric paths allows atom-electromagnetic interactions
measurements, such as static polarisabilities,21,22 tune-out
wavelength,23,24 and atom neutrality.25,26 It is also used to
explore quantum physics27–29 and geometrical phase shifts.30
Most of these applications in fundamental physics may benefit from Bose-Einstein condensed (BEC) sources31 to further improve their sensitivity and accuracy. Besides, the WEP
requires a dual species BEC source. To a lesser extent, many
experiments propose a dual species interferometer in order to
exploit their differential sensitivities.
In order to be compatible with applications in atom interferometry, the BEC sources need a high atom number and
a high cycle rate. Conventional BEC apparatuses produce
samples of 105 –107 atoms within 10-60 s using evaporative
cooling. The main limitations are due to the number of atoms
initially captured and the rate of the evaporative cooling due
to the available atomic density. Atom chips proved to be very
efficient BEC sources,32–34 for instance, a 87 Rb BEC with
105 atoms within 1 s was achieved.35 However, BEC mixtures need additional optical traps which are challenging to set
up close to an atom chip. Only few experimental apparatuses
demonstrated ultracold atoms mixture on an atom chip.36,37
In this paper, we focus on the pre-cooling and trapping stages of a dual atomic source suitable for atom
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interferometry. Our design is based on a millimeter-scale magnetic trap which is a trade-off between the capture efficiency
of macroscopic traps and the high confinement of atom chips.
A particularity of our design is the simplicity of its implementation since it does not require water cooling and it uses
only usual standard machining techniques. We demonstrate
the capture of a mixture of 6 × 109 atoms of 87 Rb and
5 × 108 atoms of 85 Rb in 1.8 s, similar to standard macroscopic traps. Another original feature of our design is the
possibility to set up optical potentials through a dichroic
substrate. This characteristic is necessary for reaching BEC
with 85 Rb as it needs Feshbach resonances.38,39 This feature is also essential to transport the atoms away from the
chip surface which is required to achieve atom interferometers in a fountain configuration. The dichroic substrate solution is complementary to more advanced integrated optics
systems.40
The paper is structured in the following manner. In Sec. II
we describe the experimental setup. Section III presents the
results obtained with the millimeter magnetic trap, and Sec. IV
concludes with a summary and an outlook toward the high-flux
BEC mixture source.
II. APPARATUS
A. System layout

The goal of the experiment is to make an atom interferometer with a large spatial separation between the interferometric paths. The atom interferometer is based on a
fountain type experiment which was designed in the perspective of precision measurements of the atom-electromagnetic
interactions.
Atoms are loaded in a Magneto-Optical Trap (MOT) from
a beam of rubidium atoms pre-cooled in a two-dimensional
Magneto-Optical Trap (2D-MOT). The MOT is created close
to the surface trap in a mirror-MOT configuration.32 As shown
in Fig. 1, the surface trap is arranged parallel to the direction of
gravity. A set of magnetic coils in a quasi anti-Helmholtz configuration produces a quadrupole field centered at the crossing
of the mirror-MOT beams. The atoms are then loaded in a
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FIG. 1. Atom interferometer apparatus: (a) The figure shows the 2D-MOT
1 , the chip chamber 2 , the lower 3 ,
upper 4 interferometer chambers, and
the mirror-MOT beams (red beams). All
the surrounding metallic parts are partially isolated to prevent the formation of
eddy currents. The total dimensions of
the structure is 120 cm × 79 cm × 60 cm.
(b) Zoom in on the magnetic trap set in
the chip chamber. The trap is based on
a surface Z-wire trap.

magnetic trap based on a surface Z-wire trap, evaporatively
cooled using radio-frequency evaporative cooling, and transferred into an Optical Dipole Trap (ODT). BEC will be
obtained in the ODT and transported away from the surface
with optical beams that pass through the surface. The atom
source can be launched vertically with an optical lattice in the
upper interferometer chamber or dropped in the lower interferometer chamber. A sequence of pulsed optical lattices allows
us to create an atom interferometer. Here, we describe the
early stages of this program, which has focused on developing a millimeter trap compatible with atom interferometry
applications.
The experimental setup is illustrated in Fig. 1(a). It is
based on four vacuum chambers: the 2D-MOT, the chip chamber, and two interferometer chambers. A 5 l s 1 ion pump
maintains the pressure in the 2D-MOT chamber at about
10 8 mbar. The 2D-MOT and the chip chamber are connected
through two differential pumping tubes located at each end of
an intermediate vacuum chamber. In addition, an ion pump
(10 l s 1 ) and a Non Evaporable Getter (NEG) pump (SAES
CapaciTorr-D100® ) maintain the pressure in the intermediate chamber at about 1 × 10 9 mbar. The chip chamber is
an octagonal titanium chamber. It is 100 mm thick, and the
distance between the octagonal faces is 200 mm. The viewports are all indium sealed and anti-reflection coated at 780 nm
and 1560 nm. The pressure level in the chip chamber and in the
two interferometer chambers is maintained at ∼3 × 10 10 mbar
with an ion pump (10 l s 1 ) and two NEG pumps (SAES
CapaciTorr-D200 and D50). The whole setup was baked out
at 110 ◦ C for 15 days.

to adjust the frequency and to quickly control the transmitted
light intensity. The four 2D-MOT beams (repump and cooling
light for the two isotopes) are amplified with a 1.5 W tapered
amplifier. A fraction is used to optically pump the atoms
(see Sec. III B). The beams are coupled into polarizationmaintaining single mode optical fibers and directed to the
vacuum chambers.
The 87 Rb lasers are based on two commercially available External Cavity Laser Diodes (ECLDs). The master
laser is DL-pro-780 from Toptica® delivering around 60 mW.
The laser is locked to the F = 1 ↔ F 0 = 1–2 saturated
crossover line of 87 Rb, 78 MHz below the repump frequency
(F = 1 ↔ F 0 = 2). The laser beam is divided into three
beams: a fraction (<1 mW) is used for a beat-note with
the cooling laser, 30 mW is dedicated to the 2D-MOT, and
another 30 mW to the MOT. The repump light for the 2DMOT and the MOT are frequency shifted (+78 MHz) using
independent single pass AOMs. The cooling light is generated with an ECLD (Cheetah Series Laser from Sacher ® ),
amplified with a tapered amplifier (TEC-400-0780-2500 from
Sacher) and coupled into a polarization-maintaining single
mode fiber. The available power at the fiber output is around
700 mW and distributed to the 2D-MOT and MOT fibers (see
Fig. 2). A fraction of the laser power (<1 mW) is picked off to

B. Laser cooling system

The MOT is operated on the D2-line of the two rubidium
isotopes (5S 1/2 ↔ 5P3/2 ) around 780 nm. The laser cooling system is shown schematically in Fig. 2. The frequency
control of the lasers is similar for both isotopes. For each
isotope, the repump laser is locked to a saturated absorption line close to the repump transition, and it is used as a
master laser. The error signal is generated by using a phase
modulation spectroscopy technique with an Electro-Optical
Modulator (EOM). The frequency of the cooling laser light
is locked to the master laser with an adjustable offset frequency which allows a good frequency tunability. Then, the
laser beams pass through Acousto-Optical Modulator (AOM)

FIG. 2. Laser system for laser cooling. The laser source for 87 Rb is based
on an ECLD at 780 nm, and the laser source for 85 Rb is based on a DFB at
1560 nm which is frequency doubled. The solid lines (respectively dashed
lines) represent the laser beams for 87 Rb (respectively for 85 Rb). Red lines
stand for the repump light, blue lines for the cooling light, and green lines
represent both cooling and repump light.
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interfere with the master laser, the beat-note frequency
between the lasers is about 6.5 GHz. After amplification, this
signal is converted into a radio-frequency signal by mixing it
with a reference signal at 6 GHz from a Voltage Controlled
Oscillator (VCO). This signal is then sent to a frequency-tovoltage converter, creating an error signal for the servo-loop.
The cooling laser frequency can be adjusted between +5 Γ
and 20 Γ around the transition line (F = 2 ↔ F 0 = 3)
within 500 µs by changing the frequency of the VCO,
Γ ' 6 MHz being the natural linewidth of the rubidium
D2-line.
The laser system used for 85 Rb is a compact system
commercialized by Muquans® . It is based on fibered optical
components at the 1560 nm telecom wavelength. The lasers
are two Distributed FeedBack (DFB) laser diodes. The master
laser is amplified by an Erbium Doped Fiber Amplifier (EDFA)
and frequency doubled with a Periodically Poled Lithium Niobate Wave Guide (PPLN-WG). It is locked to the (F = 2
↔ F 0 = 1) saturated line of 85 Rb, 93 MHz below the repump
frequency (F = 2 ↔ F 0 = 3). The cooling laser is phaselocked to the repump laser via an optical Phase-Locked Loop
(PLL) with an offset frequency of approximately 3 GHz.
The cooling laser frequency can be adjusted between +5 Γ
and 20 Γ around the transition line (F = 3 ↔ F 0 = 4)
within 100 µs by changing the frequency of the Direct Digital Synthetizer (DDS) which drives the PLL. This commercial laser delivers 280 mW of repump light and 250 mW
of cooling light. The repump light for the 2D-MOT and
the MOT is frequency shifted using independent single pass
AOMs.
This laser system is very robust and capable of operating
for long periods (more than a few days) without any adjustment. The linewidth of the lasers is estimated by measuring
the beat-notes between the lasers using a frequency analyser,
with a 3 ms averaging time. We found a linewidth lower than
600 kHz for all the lasers. Tracking the peak of the beatnotes during long term measurements allows us to measure the
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frequency drifts of the lasers. These are evaluated with an Allan
standard deviation, which remains lower than 200 kHz over
1 × 104 s.
C. Atom surface trap

After the laser cooling stages, the atoms are trapped
in a millimeter-scale Ioffe-Pritchard trap based on a Ztrap32 which has an intermediate size between large cm-scale
traps and atom chips (µm-scale). These intermediate sizes,
called millimeter-traps, have given rise to various work.41–45
They have the advantage of large loading volumes compared with the micro-fabricated atom chips and the possibility of substantial field gradients compared with macroscopic
traps. Therefore, they are interesting solutions for obtaining BECs with moderate electrical power or as an intermediate step for loading the atoms into a more confining
trap such as an atom chip or an ODT. One particularity of
our setup lies in the simplicity of its implementation. The
Z-wire is made with a 1 mm diameter Kapton® insulated
wire [see Fig. 3(a)]. Two parallel wires, I-wires, are added
along the Z-wire to increase the longitudinal trapping and an
additional loop for the RF knife is used during the forced
evaporation cooling. The wires are glued (EPO-TEK 301® )
into a 50 mm × 50 mm × 20 mm oxygen free copper
support.
The connections with the electrical feedthroughs are
ensured by larger (2 mm diameter) copper wires (referred
to as the conducting wires). These wires cannot transfer heat
to a surrounding bulk. Therefore, three wires in parallel seed
the main Z-wire. In this configuration, the conducting wires
produce 36 times less heat per unit length than the Z-wire
and distribute the heat to multiple feedthroughs. The electrical
contact between the chip’s wires and the conducting wires is
ensured by copper beryllium (CuBe) connectors. At the other
end, they are connected to CuBe push-on connectors fixed on 8
feedthrough copper pins. Each pin is specified for a maximum
current of 12 A [Fig. 3(b)].

FIG. 3. Millimeter-trap: (a) Picture of the copper mount.
(b) Electrical feedthrough. (c) Schematic of the chip
including the dichroic mirror. A laser beam (1560 nm)
with a waist of 50 µm can pass through a 5 mm diameter
hole in the copper mount. (d) Picture of the atom chip
with the Z-wire (red), I-wires (green), and the RF-wire
(orange). The Z-wire crosses the hole 1 mm below the
hole center.
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We use the standard Z-trap configuration for the magnetic
trap; it consists in a magnetic field minimum produced by
the combination of the magnetic field induced by the current
I z ·ex in the central part of the Z-wire and a homogeneous bias
field Bb ·ey perpendicular to it. The two magnetic fields cancel
out at a distance z0 from the wire creating a quadrupole field
which has a zero-field line parallel to the wire. This trap has
a transverse trapping frequency ωt in the y and z directions
and almost no longitudinal confinement. In order to provide a
three-dimensional confinement, one can bend the end of the
wire at 90◦ which gives its typical Z shape. Those two parallel
wires produce a field in the x direction with a minimum B0 ·ex
that leads to a longitudinal trapping frequency ωl .
Using an analytic model of infinitely long, thin, and
straight wires, one can show that the distance z0 from the wire is
proportional to I z /Bb , and the magnetic gradients are therefore
proportional to 1/z02 . In our case, the thickness of the mirror
[see Figs. 3(c) and 4(b)] gives a lower available value for z0
and thus limits the confinement. The effective trap depth is further lowered by atom-mirror interactions. At a constant height
z0 from the wire, B0 is proportional to I z , and the trapping
B4

frequencies are ωt ∝ I 2 Bb and ωl ∝ I z .
z 0
Maximizing the confinement is a key parameter for the
evaporative cooling through the re-thermalization rate induced
by elastic collisions. One can find three ways to increase the
trapping frequencies at a constant z0 . The first one is to increase
the current I z in the Z-wire proportionally to the bias field Bb .
However, the current in the Z-wire is limited by the Joule
effect and heat dissipation. In our case, we set the current to
40 A which corresponds to an increase of 30 ◦ C of the wire
temperature in steady state. The second option is to increase
the longitudinal confinement using a dedicated pair of straight
wires (I-wires) parallel to the side wires of the Z-wire [see
Fig. 3(d)]. Finally, we can increase the confinement by reducing B0 , the magnitude of the magnetic field at the bottom of

FIG. 4. Simulated cross sections of the magnetic trap along the z (a) and
x (b) directions. The bias Bb is aligned with gravity (y direction). Green
dotted-dashed lines are related to the capture trap with Bb = 28 G. The dashed
red lines are typical profiles of a compressed trap using Bb = 50 G, I-wires
(30 A), and Bext = 14.5 G along x. The orange dotted lines are profiles without
Bext . The grey region indicates the dichroic mirror location that limits the trap
depths. The maximally trapped states have a temperature conversion factor of
70 µK G 1 .
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the trap. Since the field at the bottom is aligned with ex , applying an external homogeneous field (Bext ) along ex with a pair
of dedicated coils pulls down the trap bottom. It results in
an increase in the trap depth together with an increase in the
confining gradients.
Figure 4 presents three different simulated cross sections
of the magnetic field configuration along the z and x directions.
The wider trap (dotted-dashed line) is obtained with I z = 40 A
and Bb = 28 G. This trap, with a large volume and sufficient
depth, is used to capture a maximum atom number from the
optical molasses. Its frequencies are ωl = 2π × 17 Hz and
ωt = 2π × 64 Hz. To prepare for the evaporative cooling, this
capture trap is compressed by ramping up linearly and simultaneously the bias field to Bb = 50 G, the current in the I-wires
to 30 A, and also Bext to 14.5 G. The dashed lines in Fig. 4
are typical profiles of such a compressed trap. For comparison,
the dotted lines represent the compressed trap with Bext = 0.
It emphasizes how Bext modifies the trap depth and transverse trapping frequencies. The final depth is limited to
470 µK due to atom-surface collisions. The trapping frequencies of the most compressed trap available for our experiment are ωl = 2π × 100 Hz and ωt = 2π × 500 Hz. For
comparison, in Sec. IV, the trap we use is produced with a
lower value of Bext for which we expect ωl = 2π × 30 Hz and
ωt = 2π × 114 Hz.
The second interesting feature of our device is the use of
a dichroic mirror to produce the mirror MOT (reflecting light
at 780 nm) and an ODT (transmitting light at 1560 nm). This
feature improves the optical access which is a disadvantage of
the usual surface traps and allows us to focus the optical trap
above the Z-wire to optimize its overlap with the magnetic
trap. The tested optical characteristics are compatible with the
implementation of an ODT, but no tests with cold atoms have
been performed yet. The MOT mirror is a 70 mm diameter,
300 µm thick glass substrate. It is transparent at 1560 nm, and
one face has a dichroic coating designed to transmit 1560 nm
and optimized to have a high reflection coefficient for both incident linear polarizations at 780 nm and for an incidence angle
of 45◦ . However, the design of this optical coating requires a
trade-off between the reflectance and the control of the phase
shift between the S and P polarizations. We choose to optimize the polarization instead of the reflectance. We measured
a reflectivity better than 98% and a transmission higher than
97% (limited by the uncoated substrate face). We checked that
a right-handed polarization (Stokes parameter, S 3 = 0.999) was
transformed into a left-handed polarization (Stokes parameter,
S 3 = 0.990) after reflection at 45◦ . A 100 µm thick indium
sheet is placed on top of the copper surface to prevent mechanical stress on the rigid mirror. With hindsight, this additional
layer reduces the trapping performances, and it might be better to avoid it. In addition to the adhesion on the indium sheet,
four titanium screws with handmade indium washers maintain the mirror at the center of the support [see Figs. 3(c)
and 3(d)].
D. Imaging system

The atoms are detected by fluorescence imaging techniques. A short light pulse produced by the MOT beams
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resonantly excites the atoms with controlled peak intensity.
A second pulse, applied after the atoms left the field of view,
provides the reference background intensity. Subtracting this
offset gives an image of the atom cloud. The fluorescence
light is collected using a triplet (CVI® : LAP-250-50-PM
+ APM-250-50-PM) with an infinite conjugate ratio, and a
second doublet (Thorlabs® : AC508-250-B) images the cloud
on a CCD camera (GS3-U3-14S5M-C from Pointgrey® ). The
optical magnification is 2, and the optical resolution is better
than 8 µm.
The detection beams are pulsed during 100 µs with zero
detuning and a peak intensity of 10 × I sat for 85 Rb and of
31 × I sat for 87 Rb, where I sat is the saturation intensity of
the cooling transitions (∼1.67 mW cm 2 ). Both the detuning
and the saturation intensity of the imaging pulse were calibrated independently to ensure an accurate measurement of
the atom number. We operate at large intensity and assume
that the excitation rate is saturated for all the atoms during the
pulse.
Using all three MOT beams to image the MOT cloud
allowed us to reach a combined intensity of ∼60 × I sat for
85 Rb (respectively 186 × I
87
sat for Rb). This intensity is sufficient for the MOT characterization, which has an optical
thickness below 20. The accuracy of our method is mainly
limited by the knowledge of the effective resonant cross section σ 0 in dense clouds, which determines whether the center
of the cloud is saturated and how often scattered light is rescattered before reaching the detector. As discussed in Ref. 46,
saturated fluorescence imaging has been shown to be accurate for atom number evaluation as long as the saturation
parameter is approximately three times larger than the cloud
optical thickness. We evaluated that our calibration uncertainty
remains below 20%, assuming that the measured σ 0 is constant throughout the cloud and that the 6 orthogonal beams are
equally depleted by each atom which radiates isotropically.
This evaluation also includes experimental imperfections such
as the collection solid angle.
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III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Laser cooling and trapping

The complete experimental sequence is summarized in
Fig. 5. It starts with the Magneto-Optical Trap (MOT) loaded in
1.8 s from the 2D-MOT. The quadrupole field is characterized
by a gradient of 7 G cm 1 along the coils axis and 3.5 G cm 1
in the orthogonal plan. Three optical fibers provide the cooling and repump light to the three beams of our mirror-MOT
configuration. All beams have a beam waist radius of 0.7 mm,
and they are circularly polarized with a set of wave plates
according to the quadrupole field orientation. The loading is
optimized for a red detuning of the cooling light of 2.5 Γ for
both 85 Rb (F = 3 ↔ F 0 = 4) and 87 Rb (F = 2 ↔ F 0 = 3).
The peak intensity in the center of the MOT is similar to the
intensity used for detection.
Figure 6 presents the loading of the mirror-MOT in the
cases of the two isotopes loaded separately and of the mixture.
The larger natural abundance (72.2%) of 85 Rb in our source
explains the higher loading rate (12.4 ± 0.4 × 1010 s 1 ) for
this isotope when loaded alone compared with the one of 87 Rb
alone (5.2 ± 0.4 × 1010 s 1 ). When loaded together, the loading
rate of the two isotopes is reduced for both isotopes due to the
finite available power in the tapered amplifier providing light
for the 2D-MOT. The relative input power and the nonlinear
gain of the amplifier gives significantly more 87 Rb light. It
explains the slight reduction of the loading rate of 87 Rb to
3.1 ± 0.2 × 1010 s 1 , while the one of 85 Rb drops to 1.3 ± 0.2
× 1010 s 1 .
After the initial MOT stage, the magnetic gradients are
ramped up to 9.5 G cm 1 (axial) and 4.8 G cm 1 (transverse)
and the cooling laser detuning is simultaneously increased to
11 Γ. This realizes a compressed MOT (CMOT) in which
the atomic density is increased and the cloud temperature
is reduced (see Table I). In addition, Bext is progressively
ramped down during the CMOT to transport the magnetic
field minimum closer to the surface and thus optimize

FIG. 5. Experimental sequence. The
horizontal axis is not at scale, each step
duration is indicated above the graph.
OP stands for optical pumping, MT
stands for magnetic trap, comp for magnetic trap compression, and TOF for
time of flight. Laser powers refer to 85 Rb
(lower rows) and 87 Rb (upper rows).
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FIG. 6. MOT loading. The collected atom number in the mirror-magnetooptical trap as a function of the loading time for the two isotopes of rubidium,
in the case of single species experiments (dashed line) and for the mixture
(solid line). The square and circle markers stand for, respectively, 85 Rb and
87 Rb. Each isotope is imaged individually with resonant light after a 2.2 ms
time of flight. The lines are exponential fits from which the loading rate is
extracted.

the mode matching between the cloud and the magnetic
trap.
To further cool the atomic ensemble below the Doppler
limit, all magnetic fields are then turned off, and an optical
molasses stage is performed. The laser detuning is increased
to 15 Γ for both species for 1.4 ms. The laser intensities
are finally ramped down while keeping a non-zero intensity of
repump light to ensure that all atoms are in the upper hyperfine
level of their respective ground state (F = 3 for 85 Rb and F = 2
for 87 Rb). All the light beams are switched off, and the cloud
is then transferred into the magnetic trap.
B. Magnetic trap loading

the CMOT which can be adjusted with homogeneous magnetic
fields along x and y directions.
Moreover, after the optical molasses stage, atoms are distributed over all the Zeeman sub-levels of F = 3 for 85 Rb
(respectively F = 2 for 87 Rb). Therefore, we prepare the atoms
into the magnetically trappable states |F = 3, mF = +3i for 85 Rb
(respectively |F = 2, mF = +2i for 87 Rb) using an optical pumping stage. We use a 2 ms light pulse of 60 µW (respectively 160 µW) resonant with the transition F = 3 ↔ F 0 = 3
(respectively F = 2 ↔ F 0 = 2). The optical pumping beam is
retro-reflected on the chip and carefully aligned with the quantization axis which is defined by a magnetic field oriented along
the z axis with a magnitude of 15 G. The optical polarization
of the beam is right-handed which induces σ + transition, and
the beam waist is 3.8 mm. A small amount of repump light
for both isotopes is added to the pulse in the same beam. The
characteristic parameters of the loaded mixture after 100 ms of
hold time in the magnetic trap are presented in the last column
of Table I.
To characterize the transfer efficiency, we focus on 87 Rb
and compare experimental results with numerical predictions.
Figure 7 shows the measured atom number in the trap, after
1 s of hold time to ensure thermal equilibrium, as a function of
the bias field value Bb for the experiment and our model. For a
given current in the Z-wire, the bias field sets simultaneously
the trap depth, its distance to the chip and the confinement.
At the optimum, ∼20% of the atoms measured in the optical
molasses are successfully loaded into the magnetic trap. Solid
lines in Fig. 7 are predictions from our model which includes
the measured parameters of the optical molasses and the currents used to generate the magnetic trap. The model is built as
follows.
The magnetic potential is obtained by numerical simulations taking into account the finite size of the wires and the
actual external coil shape. This calculation allows us to find
the edge of the trap limited by the gravitational potential and

The optimal transfer of the laser-cooled atomic ensemble
to the conservative millimeter-trap needs a good mode matching between the magnetic trap and the cloud. This is ensured
by the high density acquired during the CMOT stage and the
low temperature reached with the optical molasses step to fit
within the trap depth (1 mK). The relative position of the cloud
with respect to the magnetic trap center is set by the position of
TABLE I. Typical values of the atom number and temperature at the first
four stages of the experimental sequence for the dual-isotopes mixture. In
each case, the upper row refers to 87 Rb, and the lower one refers to 85 Rb.
Errors indicated in the table are standard errors over 10 realizations of the
experiment. The systematic errors (20%) due to the detection are not indicated.
For the magnetic trap, we wait 100 ms before performing measurements to let
the untrapped atoms fall away. The measurements related to the 85 Rb isotope
summarized in this table were performed after re-optimization. It explains
why the values are not compatible with data shown in Fig. 6.

N (×109 )
T (µK)

MOT (1.8 s)

CMOT

Molasses

Magnetic trap

38 ± 1.2
2.3 ± 0.1

29 ± 0.3
0.5 ± 0.04

32 ± 0.2
1.2 ± 0.04

5.8 ± 0.01
0.5 ± 0.06

150
140

110
70

42
35

220
170

FIG. 7. Captured atom number after a 1 s hold time in the first magnetic trap
for a single isotope 87 Rb experiment. Dots are the measured atom number.
The grey region indicates our uncertainty on the determination of the atom
number. The solid line is the prediction of the model described in the main
text. The blue dashed line gives the distance between the trap center and the
mirror surface z0 zsurf .
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the interaction with the surface. The model also calculates a
shift of the trap bottom due to the gravity of (0.2, 0.1, 0) mm
along the (x, y, z) directions. We assume that the trap is
switched on instantaneously. Therefore, the potential energy
of the trap U(r) is added to the energy of each atom at the
corresponding position r. In order to evaluate the atom number loaded into the trap, the overlap integral between U(r) and
the phase space density distribution of the cloud just after the
optical molasses stage is truncated with a cutoff energy corresponding to the trap depth U 0 . The same calculation is done
to evaluate the internal energy of the atoms remaining into the
trap. This calculation takes into account the evaporation process observed during the first few hundreds of milliseconds
after the capture. The temperature is evaluated from the atom
number and the mean energy, assuming a Maxwell-Boltzmann
distribution. Collisions with the residual background gas limit
the lifetime in the trap to τ = 2.4 s. We include these additional
losses in the model with a scaling factor e t /τ to the final atom
number. The model is in reasonable agreement with the experimental data (see Fig. 7). In particular, the model reproduces
the optimal loading configuration for a bias field of Bb ' 28 G.
Away from this optimal condition, the trap does not overlap
with the optical molasses, or its depth is too low.
C. Compressed trap and surface evaporative cooling

The atomic density in the capture trap is too low to perform fast evaporation to BEC. The next step is thus to increase
the confinement of the trap as described in Sec. II B. In practice, we limit the current in the Z-wire to I z = 40 A and ramp up
the bias field to Bb = 39 G and the current in the I-wires to 20 A
and the homogeneous external magnetic field to Bext = 2.2 G.
This compressed trap is experimentally characterized by a
modulation spectroscopy technique.44 It consists in a small
modulation (modulation depth ∼1%) of the current in the
Z-wire which modulates the position of the trap center and the
confinement in every directions of the trap. When the modulation frequency reaches each trapping frequency and its first

FIG. 8. Modulation spectroscopy of the compressed trap. The figure shows
the atom number after 1 s of the I z current modulation (1%) according to the
modulation frequency. Points are the averaged atom number over 14 realizations of the experiment, and error bars correspond to the statistical error of
the mean.
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harmonics, atom losses are expected due to dipole oscillations
damping and parametric heating. The recorded spectrum is
shown in Fig. 8.
It presents two peaks around 110 Hz and 220 Hz paired
as a fundamental frequency and its second harmonic. It is
attributed to the excitation of the transverse confinements ωt
(along y and z directions). We do not detect any resonance
attributed to the axial confinement expected around 30 Hz.
The energy transferred by a modulation in this frequency
range is too low to induce significant losses. We find a good
quantitative agreement with the simulated transverse trapping
frequencies for those currents and field parameters (expected
at 115 Hz). It confirms the accuracy of our simulating tools and
calibrations.
The compression described earlier is done in 2 s. As
already discussed, it is done together with the decrease of the
distance between the trapped atoms and the mirror surface.
It causes an energy-selective atom loss which results in an
evaporative cooling of the atomic cloud.47–50 Figure 9 shows
temperature measurements for both isotopes in the mixture
as the trap is displaced toward the surface over the 2 s long
compression.
As the distance to the surface decreases, atoms are lost
with the same rate for both isotopes. While the temperature
stays approximately constant at the beginning of the compression, it suddenly drops when the distance goes below ∼700 µm.
It is interesting to notice that the surface evaporative cooling
we observe has the same magnitude for both isotopes even if
the number of 85 Rb atoms is almost one order of magnitude
below the number of 87 Rb atoms.
Even if some cooling is observed, the atomic density of
our sample is not high enough to lead to an efficient evaporative
cooling. Surface losses limit the achievable confinement with
the existing trap. This limit can be overcome with a dipole trap
making use of the optical access in the middle of our chip or
with an extra chip with small wires on the surface.

FIG. 9. Surface evaporative cooling: (a) Temperature of 85 Rb atoms (triangles) and 87 Rb atoms (circles) in the mixture as a function of z0 zsurf , the
distance between the trap center and the mirror surface during the 2 s compression phase. (b) Corresponding atom number normalized to the initial atom
number before compression (for z0 zsurf = 1.08 mm). Error bars correspond
to the standard error of the mean.
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IV. CONCLUSION

We have presented a millimeter-scaled atom trap designed
for an atom source dedicated to a dual species atom interferometer with quantum degenerate ensembles. The magnetic
trap is based on a millimeter-sized wire structure which provides a surface trap with a large trapping volume. Our setup
traps a high atom number of 85 Rb (∼2 × 109 ) and 87 Rb
(∼4 × 1010 ) in a mirror-MOT in less than 2 s. The cold atoms
are transferred into the magnetic millimeter-trap. The loading efficiency was optimized and carefully modeled. Finally,
we capture ∼5 × 108 atoms of 85 Rb and ∼6 × 109 atoms
of 87 Rb at a temperature of about 200 µK. The intermediate size of the structures used to trap atoms allows us to
conserve state-of-the-art MOT performances despite the proximity with the surface while keeping an efficient transfer to
the magnetic trap. Moreover, the practical realization of the
device can be achieved with usual laboratory techniques; in
particular, it does not require micro-machining or cleanroom
facilities.
The trap is compressed by bringing it closer to the
Z-wire. It can potentially increase the confinement to a level
compatible with the Bose-Einstein condensation. However,
the short lifetime prevents our apparatus to reach the degeneracy. It is limited by collisions with background gases due
to a small residual leakage that is being fixed. The experimental setup also makes it possible to focus an optical beam
through the surface to create an ODT. This solution opens
the way for the realization of hybrid (magnetic and optical)
traps on chips, which is of great interest for the production
of BEC mixtures on chip. In addition, we plan to set up an
optical lattice through the chip to transport the atoms away
from the surface, in order to perform atom interferometer
experiments. This solution can potentially improve the control of the initial position and velocity of the atom source
which is very critical for precision measurements with atom
interferometry.
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